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Abstract—In vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs), beacon broadcasting plays a critical role in improving road safety and avoiding
hazardous situations. How to ensure reliability and scalability of beacon broadcasting is a difficult and open problem, due to high
mobility, dynamic network topology, hidden terminal, and varying density in both the time and location domains. In this paper, wireless
resources are divided into basic resource units in the time and frequency domains, and a distributed and adaptive reservation based
MAC protocol (DARP) is proposed to solve the above problem. For decentralized control in VANETs, each vehicle’s channel access
is coordinated with its neighbors to solve the hidden terminal problem. To ensure the reliability of beacon broadcasting, different kinds
of preambles are applied in DARP to support distributed reservation, detect beacon collisions, and resolve collisions. Once a vehicle
reserves a resource unit successfully, it will not release it until collision occurs due to topology change. The protocol performance in
terms of access collision probability and access delay are analyzed. Based on the analysis, protocol parameters, including transmission
power and time slots duration, can be adjusted to reduce collision probability and enhance reliability and scalability. Using NS-3 with
vehicle traces generated by simulation of urban mobility (SUMO), simulation results show that the proposed DARP protocol can achieve
the design goals of reliability and scalability, and it substantially outperforms the existing standard solutions.

Index Terms—VANET, Beaconing, Broadcasting protocol, Preamble, MAC, TDMA, Congestion control.
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1 INTRODUCTION

V EHICULAR communication networks have emerged
as a promising solution to improve road safety

and efficiency. As an important component of Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS) [1]–[4], it is anticipated to
support many applications such as intelligent naviga-
tion, emergency message dissemination, in-car entertain-
ment, and autonomous driving assistance. Driving will
become easier, more comfortable, and safer than ever
before, accompanied by higher fuel efficiency and less
traffic jams. To achieve the above benefits, efficient and
reliable information exchange among neighbor vehicles
is critical [5]–[9].

Different technologies and architectures have been
proposed and developed for vehicular communication
networks, including vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communi-
cations, vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communications,
or a hybrid of them [7], [10], [11]. For V2V, vehicles
within each other’s communication range communicate
directly. Thanks to the low control overhead and delay,
V2V is suitable for vehicles exchanging data, including
position, speed, and event-related information timely
and periodically. V2I allows vehicles communicate with
roadside infrastructure to coordinate and exchange data.
When possible, a hybrid V2V/V2I network can allow a
vehicle to communicate with the roadside infrastructures
either directly (single-hop) or indirectly through a multi-
hop V2V relay path [12]. To support V2V/V2I communi-
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cations, U.S. Federal Communication Commission (FCC)
has approved Dynamic Short Range Communication
(DSRC) with seven non-overlapping channels, six service
channels (SCH) and one control channel (CCH), each
with 10 MHz bandwidth [13], [14].

In vehicular communication networks, beacon broad-
casting is a fundamental and critical issue. Besides the
possible accidents avoidance by knowing the status of
the surrounding vehicles, when a collision or accident
occurs, beacons can carry important safety messages to
avoid chain reaction and catastrophe. Therefore, reliable
beacon broadcasting in vehicular networks is crucial. In
this paper, we focus on beacon broadcasting in vehicular
ad hoc networks (VANETs) using V2V communications.
Therefore, vehicles’ status information and safety-related
messages can be disseminated timely and independently
to the neighbor vehicles, no matter whether or not
infrastructure is available and accessible.

The media access control (MAC) protocol in DSRC is
specified in the IEEE 802.11p standard. Similar to the
IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordination Function (DCF), it
uses the carrier sense multiple access/collision avoid-
ance (CSMA/CA) mechanism to access the shared
medium [15]. However, since the number of packet colli-
sions increases with the density of vehicles increases, re-
liable beacon reception cannot be ensured over a certain
distance in a congested vehicular network by employing
the IEEE 802.11p MAC protocol. Although we have seen
various distributed congestion control (DCC) solutions,
no existing solutions can fully address the reliable and
scalable beaconing problem yet, given the challenges
of high mobility, dynamic network topology, hidden
terminal, varying density in both time and location do-
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mains, and the inherent difficulties in supporting reliable
broadcast services in ad hoc networks [16].

In this paper, we address the broadcasting prob-
lem by carefully leveraging the distributed reservation
mechanism, the coded preambles, and the adaptation
of power and resource unit parameters for effectively
sharing the resources in the time/frequency/space and
code domains. The main contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows.

• First, we propose a novel Distributed and Adap-
tive Reservation-based beacon broadcasting MAC
Protocol (DARP), in which vehicles coordinate the
channel access in the time and frequency domain.
We employ a preamble mechanism in the frame
structure to detect and resolve beacon collisions.

• Second, we analyze the protocol performance in
terms of access collision probability and access de-
lay. Based on the analysis, how to fine tune the pro-
tocol parameters to ensure reliability and scalability
is proposed.

• Finally, using NS-3 [17] with vehicle traces gen-
erated by simulation of urban mobility (SUMO)
[18], extensive simulations have been conducted to
validate the analysis and evaluate the performance
of DARP.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, the related works are introduced. The system model
and protocol design are explained in Section 3 and
4, respectively. Performance analysis and how to opti-
mize the protocol parameters are presented in Section
5. Section 6 presents the performance evaluation and
simulation results, followed by the concluding remarks
in Section 7.

2 RELATED WORKS

IEEE 802.11p has been proposed for wireless access in
vehicular communication networks [15]. This standard
does not have an efficient and acceptable performance in
beacon broadcasting scenario for high density networks.
Employing CSMA/CA protocol can lower the colli-
sions, but the performance degrades dramatically when
the density is very high [19], [20]. For the broadcast-
ing scenario, acknowledgment (ACK) and request-to-
send/clear-to-send are removed due to the ACK explo-
sion and frequent collisions, respectively. Consequently,
the collisions are no longer detectable, the contention
window size has to remain unchanged, and the hidden
terminal problem remains unsolved [21], [22]. Further-
more, due to the small size of each beacon message and
advanced techniques such as high-order modulations
and multi-input-multi-output combining with a large
bandwidth, e.g. 10 MHz in IEEE 802.11p, the transmis-
sion time interval (TTI) is shorter than typical WiFi appli-
cations. When the TTI becomes closer to the propagation
delay, the channel utilization performance of CSMA/CA
degrades to the Aloha protocol [23]. Therefore, although
time division multiple access (TDMA) protocol needs

time synchronization to access different time slots, it
is still one of the main choices in collision-free MAC
protocols.

The existing TDMA-based protocols can be classified
into two categories, centralized resource allocation and
distributed medium access.

2.1 Centralized Protocols
Centralized control methods can effectively reduce colli-
sions. Normally, additional control nodes or infrastruc-
ture are needed which may not be practical in remote
areas. In [24], Sahoo et al. proposed the Congestion
Controlled Coordinator based MAC (CCC MAC) where
no extra control nodes are needed, and a vehicle will
be selected as a coordinator for each road segment. In
order to perform centralized scheduling, the global in-
formation and scheduling messages need to be collected
and delivered, respectively, which increases the control
overhead.

The time slot-sharing MAC (SS-MAC) approach pro-
posed in [25] supports distributed periodical message
broadcasting with different beaconing rates. In this
method, time slots are shared among different users after
collecting occupancy states of time slots. In the state-
of-the-art time slot-sharing work for vehicular commu-
nication networks, two algorithms were proposed for
slot sharing and vehicle-slot sharing. SS-MAC relies on
the broadcast frame information from neighbor nodes
to select time slot to use, and to detect collisions. In
dense networks where multiple new users within each
other’s communication range access the channel simul-
taneously, and the broadcast frames may be unreliable
due to channel impairments, how to avoid and detect
collisions remain an open issue. As shown in Section 5,
such collisions between new arrivals may occur in dense
network scenarios. This motivated our work, and in the
proposed protocol, DARP, preambles are responsible for
the avoidance and resolution of hidden terminals and
collisions, and sending the preambles by different users
in the communication range can reduce the negative
impact of channel impairments.

2.2 Distributed Protocols
In [26], a new distributed and adaptive congestion con-
trol algorithm, LInear Message Rate Integrated Control
(LIMERIC), is proposed. This algorithm takes advantage
of full-precision control inputs available on the wireless
channel aiming to converge to a fair and efficient channel
utilization. The purpose of this algorithm is to achieve
fairness such that all the nodes converge to the same
rate. In this algorithm, there is a trade-off between the
convergence speed and the distance to the optimal value.
However, the only case in which convergence can be
guaranteed is when all vehicles are in range.

Javier Ros et al. in [27] have studied the problem of
broadcasting without any infrastructure support. The
aim is to enhance the reliability by minimizing the
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total number of retransmissions under different traffic
scenarios. They focused on non-safety and delay-tolerant
applications and proposed the Acknowledged Broadcast
from Static to highly Mobile (ABSM) protocol which is a
distributed adaptive one. Using ABSM, a vehicle in the
network receiving a broadcast beacon will not retransmit
it instantly. It will wait to detect whether retransmissions
from other vehicles in the network cover the whole
area or not. In this protocol, the vehicles which received
the beacon will feedback the reception through sending
an ACK. It results in a high volume of overhead in
high mobility scenarios. In highly dense environments,
increased beacon collisions may raise the redundant
retransmissions and degrade the protocol performance
[28].

In [29] and [30] a multichannel TDMA protocol has
been developed based on ADHOC MAC [31]. The pro-
tocol provides a single- or multi-hop broadcasting on
the CCH. Disjoint sets of time slots are assigned to the
RSUs and vehicles moving in the opposite directions.
This scheme can alleviate the hidden terminal problem,
while the overhead of frame transmission may lower the
network throughput. Space-division-TDMA (SD-TDMA)
utilizes different channels adaptively in a dynamic topol-
ogy to broadcast the vehicles beacons. Since the protocol
provides the vehicles geographic locations, most users
can access the SCH and acquire time slots based on the
provided information. A distributed protocol has been
proposed in [32] which assigns a SCH to each segment
of the road. Even though some feedback overhead is
introduced in this protocol, time slots utilization and
contention increases and alleviates, respectively. [33] has
proposed a TDMA-based distributed congestion control
scheme in which the beacon rate changes adaptively. The
beacon rates in the protocol are chosen according to the
vehicle’s danger coefficient to avoid rear-end collisions.
In this work, each vehicle adopts a greedy algorithm
to solve the distributed beacon rate adapting problem
and broadcast the results to the neighbors. This work in
congestion control is orthogonal to the proposed DARP,
and the idea of congestion control can be applied to
the system adopting our MAC protocol to enhance the
overall performance.

Another TDMA-based approach is introduced in [34]
as mobility-aware TDMA MAC (MoMAC). In this pro-
tocol, each frame is divided into different sections corre-
sponding to different lanes, directions, and intersections.
Two common mobility scenarios have been considered
in this work which may potentially lead to an excessive
level of collisions. The one-hop nodes’ information is
stored in the header of each packet which may increase
the signalling overhead. Also, the protocol may face
resource underutilization when the traffic densities in
both directions are highly different. SCMAC is another
MAC protocol introduced in [35] focusing on coopera-
tive medium access control. This protocol exploits the
CCH in different time slots, and the future state of the
channel is broadcast through the cooperative beaconing

Fig. 1: Vehicles in a VANET with beaconing range of Db.

process. The beaconing period is adaptive and deter-
mined based on the current node density. Although the
protocol performance is reasonable in terms of collision
probability and reliability, the hidden terminal is not
considered in this work, which may cause unexpected
packet losses.

Another category of existing works focuses on dis-
tributed multi-hop broadcasting. The authors in [36]
proposed the DRIVE protocol in order to broadcast data
in an area of interest. The problem of broadcast storm is
mitigated, and the delay and control overhead can also
be reduced. Bharati et al. proposed the Cooperative Relay
Broadcasting (CRB) method in [37]. The transmission ef-
ficiency is improved in this protocol by utilizing unused
slots and finding the best helper nodes.

In practice, a vehicle can analyze the received beacons,
and piggyback the abstract of critical information in its
own beacon broadcasting to disseminate it to a larger
area. Most of the information included in the beacon
message is just useful for the nearby vehicles and should
not occupy too much wireless resources. Therefore, in
this paper, we only focus on the single-hop beacon
broadcasting. In DARP, we stick to distributed control
methods, in order to reduce the overhead and make
the protocol usable in remote areas. Different from the
majority of the distributed control methods, we apply
the request-to-reserve scheme, allow dynamic transmis-
sion power adjustment, and introduce a new preamble
mechanism by which the problem of hidden terminal
is solved and the collision probability is significantly
reduced.

3 SYSTEM MODEL

Consider a VANET in which the vehicles have been
distributed randomly in a multi-lane road as shown in
Fig. 1. Short status messages, i.e. beacons, are transmitted
by each user1 periodically to notify the neighbors its
presence. T and W denote the beaconing period for each
vehicle and the total channel bandwidth, respectively. As

1. The words ”user” and ”vehicle” are used interchangeably
throughout this paper.
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TABLE 1: Important Notations

Symbol Definition
Pt,i Transmission power of vehicle i
Na Number of available resources
Nv Number of vehicles
Np Number of available preambleR
Nch Number of available sub-channels
N Average number of effective neighbors
T Beaconing period
Lb Time duration of each beacon
Lp Time duration of each preamble
Db Beaconing range
Dr Average reuse distance
d Inter-vehicles distance
Pf Access failure probability
PC Access collision probability
Sp Second kind p-associated Stirling number
λ vehicle density
Γ SINR threshold

Time (s)

Freq. (Hz)

W
BeaconPreamble Resource 1

Resource 2

Resource 3

Beaconing Period (T)

BeaconPreamble Resource 1

Resource 2

Resource 3

Fig. 2: Available resources in one beaconing period and
bandwidth of W , in DARP.

shown in Fig. 2, in each period, channel time is divided
into some slots, and channel bandwidth is divided into
sub-channels. Time synchronization is achieved assum-
ing that each vehicle can use the global positioning
system (GPS) for global synchronization. However, in
the case that the GPS signal is lost, the GPS local
oscillator should be sufficiently stable to keep the users
synchronized. Within a beaconing period, a time slot in
one sub-channel is defined as a resource unit.

Each resource unit consists of two parts, one for the
preambles (short control messages) and the other for the
beacons (which carry the data). The preambles are used
to detect reservation and beacon collisions. It is assumed
that once a resource unit is reserved successfully by a
vehicle for beaconing, it will not be released until the
vehicle leaves the system or collision happens due to
topology change. Also, it is assumed that each user has a
packet or beacon ready for transmission at the beginning
of the reserved time slot.

For the wireless channel model, we consider the path-
loss determined by the transmission distance between
the vehicles. The path-loss model in device-to-device
communications can be applied here [38]. The relation-
ship between the reception and the transmission power
as a function of the distance between the transmitter
and receiver, d, is given by Pr = PtK0d

−α, where K0

is a constant depending on the channel and antenna
characteristics, and α is the path-loss exponent. The
Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) between
two vehicles, vi and vj , is given by

SINRij =
Pt,iK0d

−α

Ixj +N0
, (1)

where Pt,i is the transmission power of vi and N0

represents the noise power. Assuming vi is using the
resource x, Ixj is the interference power received by vj
on the same resource. In this paper, vj , a neighbor of vi,
can successfully receive a beacon from vi if the received
SINR is greater than the threshold Γ, i.e. SINRij ≥ Γ, and
we name vj as an effective neighbor of vi. Γ should be
set based on the Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS)
that is used for the beacon broadcasting, and may be
fixed in a zone. Table 1 summarizes a few important
notations in the paper for convenient reference.

4 PROTOCOL DESIGN

DARP design objectives and its accessing procedure are
explained in the following subsections, respectively.

4.1 Design Objectives

To ensure reliable and scalable beacon broadcasting, the
design objectives of DARP are summarized as follows. (I)
The probability of beacon collision should be maintained
low, and collisions should be detectable and be stopped
timely. (II) When new vehicles try to access (or re-access)
the network, the vehicles which have already occupied
resources should not be affected. (III) The wireless spec-
trum resource is precious, so it should be efficiently
utilized in order to support as many users as possible,
especially in high density scenarios. (IV) As the focus
of this paper is on the beacon broadcasting scheme, a
stable and periodic transmission should be guaranteed
if a vehicle has successfully occupied a resource. (V)
Overshooting the beaconing range is undesirable, so bea-
cons should be received by a target number of neighbors
regardless of the topology. (VI) The protocol should work
in any places, including the remote areas without any
infrastructure, and it should be scalable for high density
networks.

As mentioned in Section 2, CSMA/CA-based proto-
cols alone cannot satisfy the above design objectives
for beacon broadcasting. Since the beaconing procedure
has a predictable transmission pattern (the users have
beacons to broadcast at the beginning of each frame) and
fixed data size2, reservation solutions are more suitable.
Hence, we propose a distributed reservation scheme
to ensure reliability and scalability. Once a resource is
reserved successfully, the vehicle can use it periodically.
Therefore, if the topology is given and fixed over a
certain period of time, the number of users successfully
reserving the resource for beaconing can be monotoni-
cally increased.

2. The assumption of fixed data size means a fixed MAC layer protocol
data unit (MPDU), which is the unit of maximum data size exchanged
between MAC entities.
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Beaconing @ Resource1

VE1 VE2 NewVE

PreambleR @ Resource1

Search available resources
for one beaconing period;

Select a PreambleR randomly.

Decision A

PreambleD @ Resource1

Random back off;
Put Resource1 in the blacklist for a timer;

Redo the procedure.

PreambleR @ Resource2

No preambleD @ Resource2

T

Beaconing @ Resource2

Regular Beacon Broadcasting

T

(a) Case I

Beaconing @ Resource3

VE3 VE2 NewVE

PreambleR @ Resource3

Search available resources
for one beaconing period;

Select a PreambleR randomly.

PreambleD @ Resource3
T

No preambleD @ Resource3

Regular Beacon Broadcasting

Decision B

Beaconing @ Resource3 Beaconing @ Resource3

Collision

PreambleT @ Resource3PreambleT @ Resource3

Random back off;
Put Resource3 in the blacklist 

for a timer;
Redo the procedure.

Random back off;
Put Resource3 in the blacklist 

for a timer;
Redo the procedure.

(b) Case II

Fig. 3: Diagram of DARP in accessing and beaconing process.

The preamble mechanism has been used in cellular
systems as an effective way even in superdense scenarios
[39]. Preambles are responsible for collision detection,
and by employing orthogonal preambles, the code di-
mension diversity is obtained, which can help to detect
and avoid access collisions without affecting the existing
beaconing users. Although preambles introduce more
signaling overhead, the overhead is negligible compared
to the achieving gain and collision-free communication.
The preamble combined with distributed reservation can
address the first four design objectives mentioned above.

In order to ensure the applicability of DARP in remote
areas, the distributed reservation solution is adopted.
Although a centralized control may further enhance the
performance based on the global information, signifi-
cant control overhead will be introduced by collecting
requests and sending scheduling decisions, which may
sacrifice the performance gain. To guarantee a certain
number of neighbors can effectively receive the beacons,
a distributed dynamic power control method is intro-
duced as well. These two methods can ensure that the
last two objectives can be satisfied.

4.2 Accessing and Beaconing Procedure

Preambles are sequences which are responsible for colli-
sion detection and facilitation of accessing the channel.
These sequences are generated from cyclic shifts of root
Zadoff–Chu sequences. The amplitude of the sequences
is constant which provides low peak-to-average-ratio
from the implementation point of view. Moreover, the
cross-correlation between any two preambles of the same
Zadoff–Chu root sequemce is zero based on which there

is no interference from reception of different preambles
[40].

In DARP, four types of preambles are defined, regu-
lar (preambleR), data transmission (preambleDT), decline
(preambleD), and terminate (preambleT), which are used
for channel access, data transmission, access request
rejection, and transmission stop, respectively. Since the
preambles are coded in a way that are orthogonal to each
other, a receiver can detect all the preambles transmitted
simultaneously in the same resource unit. PreambleR is
used to make reservation, and preambleD is deployed
to solve the hidden terminal problem. Detecting and
resolving beacon collisions caused by topology changes
can be done by preambleDT and preambleT, respectively.
In this paper, we assume that there are 64 available
preambles.

Among these 64 preambles, 50, 12, 1, and 1 preambles
are allocated to preambleR, preambleDT, preambleD, and
preambleT, respectively [39].

Considering Fig. 3 as an example, we explain how
DARP works. In Case I, a new vehicle (NewVE) tries to
enter the network with two existing vehicles, VE1 and
VE2. VE1 and NewVE cannot sense each other, while
VE2 can sense both of them. First, in order to make a
reservation, NewVE needs to listen to the channel for one
beaconing period to identify which resource units have
not been occupied. Then, it selects one of the resource
units randomly and sends a reservation message which
is a preambleR on the chosen resource unit.

Decision A is made if a vehicle receives either a
preambleR for the resource unit currently occupied by its
neighbors, or multiple preambleRs for the same resource
unit are received simultaneously. Since the preambles
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are orthogonal to each other, vehicles are capable of
detecting multiple preambles at the same time. In the
case that some vehicles choose the same preambleR in
order to occupy a resource, the selection process will be
successful. However, in the next period, beacon collision
will be detected by colliding or other existing vehicles.

Upon receiving a preambleR, the existing vehicles check
whether a Decision A should be made. In Case I, Fig. 3(a),
when VE2 receives NewVE’s preambleR for Resource1
while Resource1 has been occupied by VE1, it makes
a Decision A and sends a preambleD in the next period
to NewVE at the preamble part of Resource1. If NewVE
cannot use the chosen resource due to the reception of
preambleD, it will put the resource in a blacklist for a ran-
dom period of time and select another resource unit right
after reception of preambleD to make a reservation. On
the other hand, if NewVE picks an unoccupied resource,
sends a preambleR, and does not receive any preambleDs
in the next period at the chosen resource, the reservation
is successful and it can occupy the resource unit. Right
after elapsing the preamble part of the chosen resource,
the vehicle can start the beaconing process.

However, if two vehicles select the same resource and
the same preambleR for reservation, both of them will find
their reservations successful. To address this issue, for
each beacon transmission, each vehicle always randomly
selects a preambleDT and sends it in the preamble part,
by which the beacon collisions can be quickly detected
and resolved.

A Decision B is made when a vehicle receives non-
decodable beacons in succession, or receives different
preambleDT at the same resource. Consequently, a pream-
bleT will be sent out at the chosen resource. Upon
receiving a preambleT, the vehicle should put the resource
in the blacklist for a timer and access the network again.
In Case II, Fig. 3(b), the case with an error in receiving
preambleD on Resource3 has been shown. Failure in re-
ception of preambleD which may be due to transmission
error or interference, causes channel access for NewVE.
In this case, two users, VE3 and NewVE, send beacon on
a signle resource. If they use two different preambleDT,
VE2 will detect a collision and make Decision B. By mak-
ing this decision, it will send a preambleT on Resource3
and both of the users will release the resource. In the rare
case that NewVE choose the same preambleDT as VE3 is
using, VE2 receives non-decodable beacons in succession
and similarly, it detects a collision and sends a preambleT
to terminate the beaconing.

5 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND PARAME-
TER OPTIMIZATION

In this section, we first investigate Access Collision Prob-
ability and Access Delay as the performance metrics to
evaluate the protocol performance. Then, we study how
to optimize protocol parameters to enhance the perfor-
mance.

5.1 Access Collision Probability

Access collision probability is defined as the probability
that at least two vehicles access the same resource. In
this subsection, we derive the probability mass function
(PMF) of the access collision. Since the dynamic change
of available resources and chain collisions are not con-
sidered here, the analysis is an approximation.

We assume a fixed topology which has Nv vehicles
and Na available resources. Obviously, the number of
resources should be greater than or equal to the number
of vehicles, i.e. Na ≥ Nv . Otherwise, some vehicles
may never access the channel and access collision is
unavoidable. In order to find the number of collisions,
the resources occupied by at least two vehicles should
be counted. To give a better insight, we can model the
problem as a problem of distributing Nv distinguishable
balls among Na distinguishable baskets. For the case of
zero collision, it is simple and straightforward. The total
number of ways assigning Na baskets to Nv balls in
a way that each basket has at most one ball equals to

Na!
(Na−Nv)!

.
Before we move to the next part, the number of ways

which m balls can be distributed in k baskets in such a
way that all these k baskets have at least p balls should
be found. This problem is called p-associated Stirling
number of the second kind, Sp(m, k). The triangular
recurrence relation for these numbers is [41]

Sp(m+ 1, k) = k Sp(m, k) +

(
m

p− 1

)
Sp(m− p+ 1, k− 1).

(2)
For the case of p = 2, it is simplified as

S2(m+ 1, k) = k S2(m, k) +mS2(m− 1, k − 1). (3)

The problem can be divided into different cases. Here,
Cmi represents the total number of combinations where
m is the number of baskets with more than one ball,
while i indicates the number of baskets with exactly one
ball. For the case that i = 0, we select Nv balls and m
baskets in

(
Nv

Nv

)
and

(
Na

m

)
ways, respectively. The baskets

have m! permutation among each other. Also, there are
S2(Nv,m) ways that these Nv balls can be distributed
among m baskets with the condition that each basket
has at least two balls. Therefore, the total number of
combinations will be

Cm0 =

(
Nv
Nv

)(
Na
m

)
m!S2(Nv,m). (4)

In the next step, we can generalize this distribution for an
arbitrary i. (Nv−i) balls are chosen to be distributed in m

baskets in
(

Nv
Nv − i

)
S2(Nv − i,m) ways. Also, there are(

Na
i+m

)
(i+m)! ways to choose (i+m) baskets among

Na baskets. Therefore, the total number of combinations
in this case is

Cmi =

(
Nv

Nv − i

)(
Na
i+m

)
(i+m)!S2(Nv − i,m). (5)
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It is obvious that the variable i starts from zero and its
maximum value is (Nv−2m). The extreme case happens
if 2m balls are chosen for m baskets, and the remaining
(Nv−2m) balls are assigned to i different baskets. The
total number of choices in which m baskets have more
than one ball is the summation of Cmi over i. The
total number of possible choices in distributing Nv balls
among Na baskets and collision states are NNv

a and
⌊
Nv

2

⌋
,

respectively. If Am is defined as the event in which
m resources are in collision, P (Am|Nv, Na) will be the
corresponding probability. This probability is

P (Am|Nv, Na)=

Nv−2m∑
i=0

(
Nv
Nv−i

)(
Na
i+m

)
(i+m)!S2(Nv−i,m)

NNv
a

.

(6)
It is worth mentioning that if the Nv’s PMF is known,
a more precise access collision probability will be
achieved.

5.2 Access Delay

The access delay is defined as the time duration needed
by a new vehicle to access a resource successfully for
beacon broadcasting. It is assumed that the number of
vehicles contending for the resources is stable. Once a
vehicle tries to access a resource, if it is not allowed to
use it, it will receive a preambleD from the neighbors
and if there are not any, the vehicle itself will detect
the occupied resource. Afterward, it attempts again to
choose another resource. Reception of a preambleD is due
to two different cases, (a) access collision, (b) collision
with a hidden terminal.

In order to find the probability of failure in accessing a
resource, we define Db as the beaconing range in which
the vehicles can receive the broadcast beacon. This range
can be determined based on the SINR threshold. We
consider two regions around a tagged vehicle, namely S1

and S2 corresponding to 0 ≤ r ≤ Db and Db ≤ r ≤ 2Db,
respectively. S1 contains Nv vehicles contending for the
available resources, and the vehicles in S2 are treated
as hidden terminals. We define S1 and S2 regions only
for the preamble transmission, since they are responsible
for collision detection and hidden terminal avoidance.
Preamble and beacon may have different transmission
ranges, but we intentionally make the preamble range
the same as the beacon one by setting an appropriate
preamble SINR target. In this way, preamble and beacon
can have the same range in the analysis. This assumption
leads to conservative analytical results.

The access failure probability is as follows.

Pf =

bNv
2 c∑

m=0

[
1− Na −m

Na

Na − 2Dbλ

Na

]
P (Am|Nv, Na), (7)

where λ is the vehicle density, and the terms Na−m
Na

and
Na−2Dbλ

Na
are corresponding to successful channel access

in S1 and S2 regions, respectively. The probability of

having a successful channel access after X failed trials
follows a Geometric distribution which for k = 1, 2, 3, . . .
is

Pr {X = k} = P k−1
f (1− Pf ) . (8)

Therefore, the expected value of k is 1
1−Pf

. Once a vehicle
is going to access a resource, first, it will search available
resources for one period. When a resource is selected
and preambleR is transmitted, the vehicle will be notified
whether it can use the resource after a period of time,
T . If not, it will attempt to access another resource. The
duration between reception of the notification and the
next try (including the very first resource selection after
scanning the available resources) is a random variable,
z, following a Uniform distribution, z ∼ U(0, T ), and
obviously, its mean is T/2. Now, based on this analysis,
the access delay can be calculated as follows.

E [AccessDelay] = T +

(
T +

T

2

)
1

1− Pf
. (9)

Here, we assumed that the users in S2 are occupying
different resources from the users in S1 which is an
extreme case. Based on the assumptions, the obtained
access delay will be an upper-bound of the delay in the
real scenario.

In order to make DARP scalable, two parameters
can be optimized. The first one is the total number of
available resources per period, Na. It is obvious that a
larger number of resource units can reduce the access
collision probability. This parameter can be increased
by either reducing the time duration of each resource,
Lb, or increasing T . However, the maximum period
of beacon broadcasting should be determined by the
quality of service requirements. Therefore, we only focus
on the former case. We cannot blindly choose the shortest
resource length because assuming a fixed packet size, a
shorter length results in a higher beacon transmission
rate, and a higher receiving SINR is required. In the
following analysis, we optimize the length of each re-
source based on the number of effective neighbors, MCS
selections, and the target SINR.

The second optimization parameter is the transmission
power. In DARP, rather than using a fixed power, each
vehicle is allowed to adjust its transmission power in
a distributed way. A larger power may not necessarily
increase the received SINR and the number of effective
neighbors. The reason is that it also increases the interfer-
ence which consequently decreases the SINR, and results
in less number of effective neighbors. Different from
existing works on the power control issue in VANET
[42]–[44], we set beacon transmission power not only
based on the density of the vehicles, but also on the se-
lected MCS, the target SINR, and the number of effective
neighbors.

These two parameters can be optimized according
to different objective functions, such as minimizing the
average access delay, maximizing the average number
of effective neighbors, etc. In this paper, we assume that
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Fig. 4: The reuse distance from two interference sources.

a target average number of effective neighbors, N , can
be guaranteed, then collision probability, PC , will be
minimized by adjusting vehicle’s transmission power Pt
and Lb. Pt will not exceed the vehicle’s maximum trans-
mission power, Pmax, and we also assume a minimum
transmission power, Pmin, to ensure the minimum range
of the beacon broadcasting. Therefore, Pt ∈ [Pmin, Pmax].

The average reuse distance for a resource is given by

Dr =
T Nch

(Lp + Lb)λ
, (10)

where Nch and Lp are the number of available sub-
channels and duration of a preamble, respectively. The
reuse distance is shown in Fig. 4. We consider the closest
interfering vehicles on each side (in front and behind) as
the dominant interference sources. Therefore, the SINR
as a function of distance is

SINR =
PtK0 d

−α

N0 + PtK0 (Dr − d)
−α

+ PtK0 (Dr + d)
−α .

(11)
In order to bound the SINR to Γ at d = Db, equation
f(Db) = Γ should be solved.

Given a fixed block error rate, the relationship between
Γ and MCS can be found in [39]. For a fixed size
of the beacon, if Lb is reduced, the transmission rate
needs to be increased, and thus a higher SINR threshold
should be applied. Therefore, Γ is a function of Lb,
i.e. Γ = g(Lb). Based on [39], g(.) is a monotonically
decreasing function.

Based on the total vehicle density, the average number
of effective neighbors in the beaconing range is estimated
by N = 2λDb. By substituting equation (10) and simpli-
fying the equation Γ = f(Db), the following equation
will be obtained.

1

Γ
=

N0

PtK0
(
2λ

N
)−α+(

2λDr

N
−1)−α+(

2λDr

N
+1)−α. (12)

Between two adjustable parameters in the above equa-
tion, Lb should be coarsely set according to different
areas such as downtown, uptown, highway, and etc. Lb
can be known for the vehicles based on the predefined
information associating with the GPS location. Therefore,
when a vehicle enters a district with different setting of
Lb, it will release the previous occupied resource and
re-access the network using the new setting of Lb.

Each vehicle can adjust its transmission power based
on the vehicle density in a smaller region around it.
However, we roughly assume a homogeneous distribu-
tion for all vehicles in a large region, so the average
density is used to facilitate the selection of Lb. If Nv is

given, the objective function of the optimization problem
is the access collision probability, PC . By minimizing
the access collision probability, the access delay will be
minimized as well. The PMF of access collisions was
obtained in Section 5.1.

Minimizing the access collision probability is equiva-
lent to maximizing the number of available resources. In
other words, the more resources are available, the lower
the access collision probability is. Thus, we can consider
the total number of available resources as the objective
function with the same constraints. The total number of
available resources equals to

Na ≈ (Drλ−N)
+

=

(
TNch
Lp + Lb

−N
)+

, (13)

where t+ = max(0, t). Considering the existing MCS ta-
ble and fixed-size beacon message, Lb should be chosen
within several choices.

To maximize Na in (13), a search on the possible Lb
choices should be run in the ascending order. Based on
the achieved Lb and (12), Pt will be calculated and the
search will end once the power constraint is satisfied.
Since Na decreases monotonically with Lb, the search
procedure can give the optimal result. If all the possible
options of Lb cannot satisfy the power constraint, the Lb
corresponding to the largest non-negative Pt, Pt < Pmin,
should be selected. It guarantees the average number
of effective neighbors, while does not overshoot it too
much. On the other hand, if all the possible values of Pt
are negative when Pt < Pmin, the one corresponding to
the smallest non-negative Pt is the solution.

Different average densities result in different optimal
Lb. The performance of the above procedure can be
examined by λmax and λmin for the peak and off-peak
hours, respectively. Once the optimal Lb is obtained, by
estimating the real-time vehicle density, λ̂, and substitut-
ing it in (12), the corresponding power is calculated.

Remark 1. The total number of available resources in
the protocol is a function of each resource duration, Lb,
and the total number of channels. For the case that the
protocol is confronted an ultra-dense environment where
the power control scheme is not deployed and Lb is
fixed, there may be some users which cannot acquire
any resource and lead to starvation. To solve this issue,
power control or other congestion control mechanisms
should be devised, which could be important further
research topics.

6 SIMULATION RESULTS

This section presents the performance assessment of
DARP simulated by NS-3 driven by SUMO traces.
SUMO is a microscopic traffic flow simulator which can
generate real vehicle routes and simulate how traffic
changes in a large road network. To generate a traffic
trace, SUMO needs a road map which can be defined
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TABLE 2: Transmission Power for Different Vehicle Densities

Beacon duration
N = 10 N = 15

λ (Vehicle/km) Power (dBm) λ (Vehicle/km) Power (dBm)
Lb = 1 ms [0.054, 0.4] [−7, 25] [0.081, 0.4] [−0.45, 25]

Lb = 2 ms [0.036, 0.054] [18.7, 25] [0.055, 0.081] [18.76, 25]

Lb = 3 ms [0.0295, 0.036] [21.94, 25] [0.044, 0.055] [21.65, 25]

Lb = 6 ms
[0.02, 0.0295] [19.6, 25] [0.031, 0.044] [19.7, 25]

< 0.02 25 < 0.031 25

TABLE 3: MCS and Beacon Duration

Order MCS SINR range (Γ) Beacon duration
0 Transmission failed (0, 0.6] —
1 QPSK, Rate 1/3 (0.6, 2.135] Lb = 6 ms
2 QPSK, Rate 2/3 (2.135, 4.565] Lb = 3 ms
3 16-QAM, Rate 1/2 (4.565, 19.498] Lb = 2 ms
4 64-QAM, Rate 2/3 (19.498,∞) Lb = 1 ms

directly or be imported. NS-3 uses the SUMO’s output
trace file to define the vehicles’ position and change
their driving route dynamically [45]. Using this platform,
extensive simulations have been conducted to evaluate
DARP in two different scenarios: (I) a linear network,
and (II) a map-based network. For each of these sce-
narios, four different MAC approaches have been used
and compared, including DARP, DARP without power
control (W/O PC), IEEE 802.11p, and IEEE 802.11p
with power control (W/ PC). In the simulation, DARP
is implemented as follows. Each vehicle keeps a list
recording the status of all resource blocks. The operation
of each vehicle is based on the knowledge from the list.
Multi-channel devices are installed such that the vehicles
can listen to all channels and broadcast their beacons
on the selected resources. IEEE 802.11p is implemented
based on the existing NS-3 modules with data rate of
3 Mbps and beaconing range of 250 m. The physical layer
platform used for DARP is the same as IEEE 802.11p in
which the total number of subcarriers and symbol inter-
val are 52 and 8µs, respectively. The bandwidth of the
IEEE 802.11p system and DARP are 10 MHz and 50 MHz,
respectively. The packets are successfully received by a
vehicle if the received SINR is more than the determined
threshold, and failed when there are more than one
transmitters using the same resource block within the
receiver’s beaconing range i.e., the received SINR is not
high enough.

The transmission power for different vehicle densities
can be calculated using (10) and (11) based on the target
SINRs 0.6, 2.135, 4.565, and 19.498 which corresponds
to the beacon duration of 6 ms, 3 ms, 2 ms, and 1 ms,
respectively. The results for N = 10, 15 can be found in
Table 2. In DARP simulation, we applied four different
MCS options which the target SINR range given 10%
block error rate and the corresponding beacon duration
are summarized in Table 3 [39], [46]. The simulation pa-

TABLE 4: Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value
Simulation time 19 s
Average vehicle speed 70 km/h
Beaconing period 84 ms
Beacon size 375 Byte
Number of channels DARP 5

IEEE 802.11p 1
Channel bandwidth 10 MHz
Noise spectral density −174 dBm/Hz
Maximum transmission power 25 dBm
Maximum beaconing range 250 m
Modulation DARP QPSK, 16-QAM,

64-QAM
IEEE 802.11p QPSK

Number of preambles 64
Preamble duration 1 ms
Path-loss coefficients (α, K0) (3.68, 10−4.38)
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Fig. 5: Comparison of access delay for different number
of vehicles.

rameters are summarized in Table 4. The channel model
used in the simulation is the path-loss model described
in Section 3. Ordinarily, the beaconing period is 100 ms
[47]. However, in the simulations, the beaconing period
is set to 84 ms which is the least common multiple of
resource duration for different MCSs.

We used the beacon loss ratio (BLR) as a performance
metric for the protocols comparison. This metric is de-
fined as

BLR = 1− # of received beacons
# of expected to be received beacons

. (14)
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Fig. 7: Comparison of beacon loss ratio for different
protocols for N = 10, with the same bandwidth, W = 10
MHz.

For the linear networks simulation, we consider a road
with effective length of 2 km, meaning that the road
length is more than 2 km to avoid the users on the edge
with less neighbours. The results from DARP and DARP
W/O PC are compared to the results from IEEE 802.11p
and IEEE 802.11p W/ PC.

Fig. 5 compares the access delay simulation results
with the analytical ones for different vehicle densities.

The beaconing range of the vehicles is set to 250 m
and the power control mechanism is not deployed to
have a fair comparison with the theoretical results. The
beacon duration is set to 1 ms and there are totally 210
available resources. The simulations have been run ten
times, and the average values along with the standard
deviations have been graphed. As it was mentioned in
Section 5.1, the derived access collision probability and
access delay are approximations. Thus, the analytical
results give an upper bound of the access delay. There
is a small gap between the bound and the access delay
in the simulation, and the gap tends to be higher when
the density is very high and the chain collisions occur
more frequently. Nevertheless, from Fig. 5, even when
the density of the vehicles increases by a fold of ten, the
access delay merely increases to around 0.25 seconds.
Thus, the proposed DARP is scalable, and can guarantee
an almost stable access delay up to a certain number of
users.

Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) present the BLR and the num-
ber of received beacons for different vehicle densities,
respectively. The simulations have been run for two
different numbers of effective neighbors. It can be seen
from the results that DARP protocol has a one- to two-
order lower BLR in comparison to that using the IEEE
802.11p protocol. For IEEE 802.11p W/ or W/O PC,
and DARP W/O PC, the loss ratio increases when the
vehicle density increases, due to heavier collisions. The
BLR using DARP remains around 0.01 when the vehicle
density is above 100 vehicles/km. When the density is
low, due to a larger distance between vehicles and higher
transmission errors, the loss rate is higher. Hence, we
note that the loss ratio for DARP is slightly higher when
the density is much lower than 100 vehicles/km. As it
is expected, the performance of IEEE 802.11p in terms
of BLR is degrading by increasing the density, while
DARP achieves 96% and 75% gains in W/ PC and W/O
PC scenarios, respectively. Due to occupying all of the
available resources, the BLR will reach the saturated state
by increasing the vehicle density.

By increasing the vehicle density, it is expected to have
more received beacons in all of the schemes which is
verified by the results in Fig. 6(b). The figures in Fig. 6
can be considered jointly. From Fig. 6(b), more beacons
can be received in DARP compared to the IEEE 802.11p
(for both W/ and W/O PC). From Fig. 6(a), it is observed
that due to less collision probability and less hidden
terminals, the proposed protocol when bundling five 10
MHz channels can achieve lower BLR compared to IEEE
802.11p that uses only one default channel. According
to these figures, DARP is more reliable and scalable. In
DARP W/O PC, the beacons are transmitted with a fixed
beacon duration and the maximum power. Accordingly,
the beaconing range of the users are maximum which
includes more users compared to the case with power
control capability. Therefore, more number of beacons
are received in DARP W/O PC, Fig. 6(b). On the other
hand, higher transmission power results in more mutual
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Fig. 8: Accumulated received beacons, number of received beacons, beacons loss ratio, and received beacons per
period for ultra-dense, City1, and City2 scenarios.
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interference and losses. As the result, the loss ratio
increases for DARP W/O PC in Fig. 6(a). Fig. 7 depicts
the BLR of different protocols for N = 10 with the same
bandwidth (W = 10 MHz). Contrary to the results in
Fig. 6, in Fig. 7, DARP and IEEE 802.11p protocols are
using two 5 MHz and one 10 MHz channels, respectively.
The results verify the DARP’s outperformance in terms
of BLR compared to the IEEE 802.11p when both of the
protocols occupy the same bandwidth.

Fig. 8 shows the accumulated received beacons, num-
ber of received beacons, beacons loss ratio, and received
beacons per period of DARP and IEEE 802.11p for map-
based networks and different scenarios of ultra-dense
linear network where the vehicle density and number
of effective neighbours are λ = 0.4 , N = 50, 75, 100,
respectively. For the map-based scenarios, we compare
DARP with IEEE 802.11p for two different cities, based
on real maps. City1 is a low density city block whose
size is 3000 × 3000 m2 with 99 moving vehicles, while
City2 is a high density 4300×2200 m2 city block in which
500 vehicles are moving. The mobility model is created
with the help of SUMO, and the simulation is run by
NS-3. In the simulations, just the mobility models were
used and the radio channel models, i.e., shadowing and
fading effects were not taken into account.

Figs. 8(a, d, g, j) show the results corresponding to an
ultra-dense linear topology. Fig. 8(a) depicts the accu-
mulated received beacons for DARP and IEEE 802.11p
W/ PC for different number of effective neighbors.
It shows that by the time passage and accommodat-
ing more vehicles, DARP can exchange 50% to 100%
more beacons. The total number of received beacons
illustrated in Fig. 8(d) showing it changes slightly by
increasing the number of effective neighbors in IEEE
802.11p W/ PC, while these numbers are doubled in
DARP. In terms of BLR depicted in Fig. 8(g), DARP
maintains a reduction of 80%. Based on Figs. 8(a, d, g),
it can be concluded that DARP is scalable and reliable
in ultra-dense scenarios. Fig. 8(j) depicts the number
of received beacons of the protocols in one beaconing
period. The results in this figure confirms the results
shown in Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(d). The received beacons
per period in all of the scenarios and protocols will reach
the saturated state with small fluctuations after a certain
amount of time. In other words, by the time passage, the
accessing process will reach the stable state.

Figs. 8(b, e, h, k) illustrate the results corresponding to
City1 which is a low density city block. As it is observ-
able in these figures, in this scenario, DARP and DARP
W/O PC have approximately the same performance
due to sparsity. As shown in Fig. 8(b), the accumulated
received beacons in DARP and DARP W/O PC are
roughly 25% and 15% higher compared to IEEE 802.11p
W/ PC and IEEE 802.11p, respectively. DARP and DARP
W/O PC achieve 28% gains in total number of received
beacons which is shown in Fig. 8(e). In addition to
higher number of received beacons, the proposed pro-
tocol maintains lower BLR which is half of the results

from IEEE 802.11p as shown in Fig. 8(h). The number
of received beacons per period is shown in Fig. 8(k). As
expected from Fig. 8(b), the rate of receiving beacons in
each period by considering time passage is 30% higher in
DARP in comparison to IEEE 802.11p W/ PC. According
to the results, in low-density scenarios, power control
mechanism does not help improving the performance of
the protocols. Moreover, DARP is quite reliable even in
sparse regimes.

The results corresponding to City2 which is a busy city
with dense roads and a high vehicle density are shown in
Figs. 8(c, f, i, l). Based on Figs. 8(c, f), since the beaconing
range is fixed and maximum in the scheme W/O PC,
both of the protocols perform better in terms of number
of received beacons and accumulated ones. When the
power control mechanism is applied to the protocols, the
beaconing range is reduced due to the high density of
the city causing the lower number of received beacons.
This trend is observable in Fig. 8(l) as well. DARP W/O
PC and IEEE 802.11p have higher beacon reception rate
in comparison to DARP and IEEE 802.11p W/ PC. From
beacons loss ratio point of view, DARP W/ and W/O PC
have smaller loss ratio showing in busy and high density
scenarios, the performance of the proposed protocol is
acceptable.

Fig. 8 shows that in all scenarios, a reservation-based
protocol will outperform a contention-based one in terms
of the BLR. It can be concluded that the BLR of DARP
in both cases, W/ or W/O PC, are significantly lower
than IEEE 802.11p W/ or W/O PC. It can also be
concluded that DARP has a higher number of received
beacons. Consequently, the proposed protocol is scalable
and reliable in dense scenarios.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, the beacon broadcasting problem was
studied. The CSMA/CA-based MAC protocols perfor-
mance degrades when the density becomes high, and
DARP, the novel distributed and adaptive reservation-
based broadcasting MAC layer protocol was proposed to
address broadcasting and delivery of beacons. In order to
detect and mitigate the beacon collision probability, four
different kinds of preambles were used in the proposed
protocol under the assumption of periodic beaconing
and a fixed MDPU. In DARP, as a decentralized and
reservation-based protocol, the channel access chance
of a vehicle is controlled by its neighbors and the
occupied resources will not be released until collision
occurs due to topology change or the vehicle leaves the
system. Transmission power and the resource duration
were optimized in the protocol to minimize the access
collision probability. The 50 MHz DARP with variable
data rate was simulated by NS-3 and SUMO traces for
two different scenarios, linear network and map-based
network, and compared to the 10 MHz IEEE 802.11p
fixed data rate protocol. The results showed a substantial
improvement in DARP in comparison to the existing
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standard performance. Although the access delay of the
proposed protocol is at least two beaconing periods, it
can secure stable and reliable communication in different
scenarios. The simulation results demonstrate that the
proposed DARP with power control is highly scalable
and efficient in realistic vehicular network scenarios.

A simple version of SINR corresponding to the two
dominant sources of interference and constant length
resources were investigated in this paper. A more general
case of the SINR and also, the resources with variable
length may be took into account as the extension of
this protocol. Furthermore, priority level can be assigned
to the broadcasting packets in order to make difference
between safety and non-safety messages broadcasting.
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